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Abstract— Cloud computing is an emerging domain which provides different types of services and facilities to store 

and share heterogeneous files. Protecting remote software and files from corruption by untrusted or malicious host 

environments has long been an important challenge for cloud environment. This security issue arises due to untrusted 

hardware and trustworthy grids that distribute computations to remote, untrusted hosts. In these contexts, untrusted 

environments are computing platforms that have free access to the distributed computations they receive, including the 

ability to tamper with the mobile code, its program state, and its results. So, there is a need to prevent such tampering for 

each computation they distribute. This paper provides a new malicious data detection as a service in cloud. This effectively 

detects the malicious and untrusted hardware’s and data’s in the cloud. 
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INTRODUCTION 
. 

Protecting remote software from corruption by untrusted or malicious host environments has long been an 

important challenge for Dependable secure Computing paradigms [1], such as mobile devices that mix reliable and 

untrusted hardware and trustworthy grids that distribute computations to remote, untrusted hosts. In these contexts, 

untrusted environments are computing platforms that have unfettered access to the distributed computations they receive, 

including the ability to tamper with the mobile code, its program state, and its results [2]. To achieve high reliability and 

integrity for computations, secure grids must prevent or detect all such tampering for each computation they distribute. 

Many existing platforms therefore aggressively apply remote attestation technologies [3] to detect and preclude software 

tampering in untrusted environments. For example, hardware and software based attestation mechanisms evidence the 

integrity of remote client states through cryptographically signed memory snapshots taken statically or at runtime. 

However, code integrity alone does not guarantee that a computation result is correct. For instance, an attacker may run 

the software without any alterations but still return corrupted results to the requester. Code integrity checking must 

therefore be coupled with result integrity checking, which usually involves embedding a secret sub-computation that is 

difficult to reverse engineer and that can be checked by the requester, or by refactoring distributed computations into 

function compositions that can be validated cryptographically. 

 

Unfortunately, all of these approaches require a significant redesign of most software. For example, typical 

Android apps are not easily modified to contain inextricable, secret computations or cryptographically verifiable 

compositions. As a result, few mainstream mobile computing devices have adopted these technologies. Moreover, many of 

these solutions rely on software obfuscation, which does not provide rigorous guarantees, since clever attackers can 

potentially reverse the obfuscation. In contrast, clouds are an increasingly popular grid computing paradigm utilized by 

myriad mobile device architectures. Clouds offer massive parallelism and potentially high integrity assurance through 

replication. For example, trust management has been used in clouds to ensure that even if some cloud nodes are malicious, 

computation results are nevertheless correct with high probability [4]. While clouds offer an attractive means for mobile 

devices to remote their high assurance computations, cloud-assisted devices still face at least two significant limitations in 

practice.  
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First, most mobile devices do not have perpetual, continuous access to the cloud. Thus, many of their 

computations must be carried out using purely local resources, pending cloud access. This observe that such devices would 

benefit from a trust but verify model in which computations are initially carried out locally using a potentially untrusted 

environment, reliable for a limited time, but then verified once cloud access is available. For example, a password that 

unlocks a software product could be verified locally, allowing the software it protects to be used for a limited time, after 

which the tamper evidence portion of the hardware seeks validation of the password verification computation by the cloud. 

 

Second, although clouds offer high parallelism, most everyday app computations are not highly parallelized and 

therefore derive little or no benefit from such parallelism. Thus, this seek a computation verification strategy that allows 

mostly serial computations performed in an untrusted environment to be rapidly validated using the massive parallelism 

offered by the cloud. Such validation empowers clouds with a new form of Security as a Service (SEaaS) [5] that provides 

high assurance for local, untrusted, mostly serial computations. The answer to this challenge is a Cloud based Malicious 

Data Detection as a Service (MDDS) that allows untrusted program computations to yield a evidence of computation 

integrity as a side effect of the computation.  

 

The evidence can then be validated against the original code and the computation's result to formally verify that 

the result is correct. Neither the computation nor the evidence (nor their origins) are reliable by MDDS. A (possibly 

forged) evidence either proves that a given computation results from a given code or it does not. If the former, the result 

is correct regardless of where the evidence came from; if the latter, the computation, the evidence, or both are 

untrustworthy. Thus, MDDS can be formalized as evidence carrying computation, in the spirit of evidence-carrying code. 

MDDS evidences have the advantageous quality that the task of verifying them can be parallelized almost arbitrarily even 

when the original computation is not parallelizable. Thus, they derive maximal benefit from massively parallel architectures, 

like clouds.  

 

To demonstrate, this implemented MDDS for Hadoop Map Reduce [6] and use it validate non-parallelizable Java 

computations for message digest generation using SHA-2 and MD5 cryptographic hash functions. Experimental results 

indicate that MDDS scales extremely well, with the only practical limit to parallelization stemming from the fixed overhead 

of dispatching new mappers and reducers. The work therefore offers the first computation integrity validation mechanism 

that requires minimal changes to existing software; fully leverages the massive parallelism available from commodity data 

processing clouds, such as Map Reduce; provides a tenable range of integrity assurances, from rigorous, absolute assurance 

to probabilistic assurance (with verification overhead scaling linearly with assurance level); and This is applicable to 

everyday mobile app computations, such as those that contain mostly serial computations implemented in interpreted byte 

code languages like Java. 

 

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
 

This considers two possible system architectures, one in which reliable and untrusted devices are physically 

separate, and one in which reliable and untrusted hardware is collocated on a single mobile device. Both architectures are 

illustrated in Figure 1.0.  
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Fig 1.0: MDDS Architecture 

In both cases, a resource-impoverished, reliable constituent wishes to distribute a computation to an unreliable 

constituent that is comparatively resource rich. The reliable constituent cannot efficiently distribute the computation 

across the cloud directly because (a) it currently lacks cloud access, (b) the cloud's computing power is based on parallelism, 

which goes unutilized when the computation is mostly serial, and/or (c) the computation is tentative in the sense that only 

certain outcomes demand verification, and the computation outcome is not known in advance. The last case arises 

frequently in grid computing.  

 

In each scenario, this assume that the reliable constituent is secure in the sense that no malicious user has access 

to it, or those that do cannot corrupt its computations, storage, or state. Typically this expect that such components 

consist of expensive, more secure hardware that is less efficient or more constrained due to its extra security. In contrast, 

untrusted components consist of insecure hardware and/or remote, untrusted machines that are entirely exposed to 

malicious users and activities. The verifier of the system is a cloud computing platform that may consist of hundreds or 

thousands of nodes. It is a high assurance, massively parallelized data processing framework whose computation results are 

reliable, but it is best applied to highly parallelized computations. Assigning it serial computations is prohibitively slow and 

expensive. Figure 1.0 summarizes the system work flow together with the architecture. The reliable constituent first 

instruments the mobile code with evidence-generation logic. The instrumented code is then distributed to the unreliable 

constituent. A cooperative recipient executes the computation faithfully, yielding a computation result and a evidence of 

computation integrity. The code, result, and evidence can then be sent to the cloud (when it becomes available) for 

parallelized verification. A malicious, untrustworthy, or compromised recipient, however, returns an incorrect result. There 

exists no evidence that the original code yields such a result, so cloud validation inevitably fails, irrespective of the evidence 

submitted by the unreliable constituent. Thus, the incorrect result is rejected. 

 

A.  Integrity Verification And Validation 
MDDS approaches the problem of evidence generation through check pointing. Mobile Java code is instrumented 

with an access point operation that periodically saves the current program state to disk. The evidence can be validated by 

re-computing all the segments of the chain in parallel. This transforms a serial computation into a fully parallelized re-

computation that only takes as long as the longest access point interval (plus some time for the check point equivalence 

check) to validate. The equivalence check can be additionally parallelized.  
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Proof validation through access point chaining engenders a natural trade-off between assurance and 

computational expense through spot-checking. A spot-checking validator re-computes and checks each segment in the 

access point chain with probability p. This reduces the total computation cost to a fraction p of the total, and detects 

erroneous computation results with probability p. Thus, clients may tune parameter p in accordance with their desired 

level of assurance and the expense of cloud computing time. 

 

B.  MDDS Protocol 
MDDS's denotes the reliable constituent, unreliable constituent, and verifier as RC, UC, and C (respectively) in 

the algorithm. The order of the generated access points is important since the verifier accepts an access point as input, 

resumes it, and matches its result with the immediate next access point. If there are n check points, it therefore organizes n 

- 1 pairs.  

 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 

The first algorithmic result shown in Figure 2.0 illustrates the superiority of MDDS over a single machine verifier 

using 38KB input string. This produce 391 check points for this experiment and observe that the Hadoop cluster clearly 

outperforms a single machine with 6 nodes, it exhibits approximately 25% gain. Although adding nodes reduces the overall 

validation time, it suffers diminishing returns typical of parallel architectures. The diminishing returns are primarily due to 

additional overhead for file I/O on HDFS (Hadoop's file system) and additional network communication per additional 

node. Additionally, 391 access points spawns a number of parallel mappers that exceeds the total capacity of the Hadoop 

cluster. It therefore places many mappers in the queue. For this reason, a 3-node cluster takes less than double the time of 

a 6-node cluster (but still beats the single node performance by 10%). With a larger cluster of hundreds or thousands of 

machines, this therefore expects even better performance than exhibited by the comparatively small scale testbed. 

 

 

 
Fig 2.0: Computation of verification time      Fig 3.0: MD5 computation 

verification time 

The second algorithmic result shown in Figure 3.0 considers an MD5 algorithm applied to a 38KB input string 

using the same cluster sizes. It generates 612 access points and achieves a similar performance gain: 3-node and 6-node 

Hadoop clusters run 12% and 25% faster, respectively, than a single machine setup. The increased number of access 

points results in longer validation times than the first one. This indicates that for any given computation and cluster 

configuration, there may be an optimal number and distribution of access points.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

MDDS is a novel approach to SEaaS that that distributes trust on the user side and allows Java computations 

executed in malicious environments to be validated by commodity data processing clouds. Conceptually, it realizes 

evidence carrying computations as accesspoint chains. Generation and validation of such evidences is possible with 

relatively minor changes with accesspoint equality. This serves as a computation integrity contract that can be validated by 

a reliable third party. The MDDS algorithm is massively parallelizable even when the original computation is largely serial, 

and can be spot checked for even more efficient validation of probabilistic integrity guarantees. This demonstrates the 

feasibility of MDDS's approach by implementing it and evaluating it on real world architecture: Hadoop MapReduce. This 

indicates that relatively few modifications to add evidence carrying capabilities, and that validation services have a natural 

implementation as MapReduce jobs. 
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